®

Brass

Lightweight and reliable for everyday use
COMPACT

EFFORTLESS MANOEUVRABILITY

ADJUSTABLE

®

Dolomite Brass

A lightweight aluminium rollator that ensures effortless
manoeuvrability over various surfaces both indoors and
out, the Dolomite Brass is the perfect companion for
every day use. Designed with the user in mind, the soft
padded seat provides a sturdy surface for those who
need a rest whilst it can be easily flipped up when folded
for easy storage.

Compact for those who are always on the move
Able to stand up-right and weighing only 7kg*, the ‘Brass’
can be easily lifted for transport or conveniently stored in
compact spaces.
Robustly designed for peace of mind, the strong
aluminium frame has been extensively tested for every
day use and is also fitted with puncture proof tyres.

Suitable for a variety of individuals
An impressive maximum user weight of 135kg and height
adjustable handles ensure that a variety of user sizes can
be comfortably accommodated.

Standard features

Crutch holder

Soft fabric basket

Kerb climber

Makes the crutch easy to access
without getting in the way

Enables users to carry small
personal items during use

Helps to simplify passing kerbs
or similar elevated obstacles

KEY

EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES
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Ergonomic
hand grip

Easy-to-use brakes
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Lightweight
aluminum frame
Can be easily folded
Compact for travel and

Height adjustable
handles

storage
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Padded seat
Provides a surface for
those who need a rest

Can be easily flipped
up for access to the
basket
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Cable actuated
brakes
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Puncture proof tyres

Technical data
For more comprehensive pre-sales information about this product, including the product’s user
manual, please see your local Invacare website.

WIDTH BETWEEN OUTSIDE
WHEELS

Width between
outside
wheels

Dolomite Brass

640mm

WIDTH BETWEEN WHEELS

Depth

620mm

WIDTH BETWEEN HANDLES

Width between
wheels

Overall
height

580mm

815 - 995mm

Seat height

566mm

Width between
handles

486mm

MAX. USER WEIGHT

Dolomite Brass

Wheel diameter

Product weight*

Max. user
weight

191mm

7kgs

135 kg

Turning
diameter

817mm

Diameter of
frame tube

Ø33×18 x 1.2

Wheel
dimensions

200mm

*Weight excludes any fitted accessories

Frame colours

RAL 5022

Please note: colours may vary slightly from those displayed here.
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